Harold Nichols Cyclone Open 2011

Cullan Morrissey St. Cloud State

Frank Cagnina IC - Unattached

Marshawn Lacy William Penn

James Kent Ellsworth

Zach Noel Wisconsin-Parkside

Demetrius Taylor Ellsworth

Justin Hirsch ISU Wrestling Club

Taylor Bolin Lindenwood

Chris Haibloom UNI

Robby Sherwood Ellsworth

Nick Coffman Grand View

Seth Noble UNI

Jay Hildreth SCS - Unattached

Matt Nelson SCS - Unattached

Serjio Proctor William Penn

Jeremiah Sheard IWCC - Unattached

Blake Rogers WP - Unattached

Matt White Iowa State - Unattached

Matt White Iowa State - Unattached

Jared Kust SCS - Unattached

Kevin Olsen IWCC

Adam Perrin UNI - Unattached

Arik Yde Wisconsin-Parkside

Luis Deanda Nebraska

Luis Deanda Nebraska
Luke Rynish  Wisconsin-Parkside

Ty Knowler  Grand View

William Hunter  Midland - Unattached

Ben McPhail  St. Cloud State

Dylan Nelson  ISU Wrestling Club

Collin Donahoo  IWCC

Quinn Wilson  Iowa State

Coby Carson  Ellsworth - Unattached

Mike England  Iowa State

Jack Barnes  St. Cloud State - Unattached

Tilbot Wirkler  UNI - Unattached

Austin Gelbach  UNI - Unattached

Kurt Salmen  St. Cloud State

Cody Swim  Grand View

Gabe Vasquez  Waldorf

Champion 18-4

174